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Errata: The Wrath of Ragnarok 

The following is a list of all the entries that contain errors. Corrections (or missing text) is 

bolded for ease of reference. These are only present in the first printing of the book. 

(Please note that these entries might contain spoilers): 

 

249 
For defeating the giant viper and its sandlin crew, you may now help yourself to one of the 
following rewards: 
 
         Chakka’s greaves                  Snake charmer            Moonscale spaulders 
                  (feet)                                       (necklace)        (cloak) 
        +2 speed +2 brawn               +1 speed +1 brawn                 +2 speed +3 brawn 
       Ability: spring strike           Ability: charm, guardian             Ability: blind, thorns 
 
 You have also gained 15 silver pieces. When you have updated your hero sheet, 
turn to 331.  
 

116 
Congratulations! You have survived the demon-ravaged city of See-Val and successfully 
completed your mission. You have gained 50 silver pieces and may now help yourself to 
one of the following special rewards: 
 
       Apostle’s path                                  Hollowed aegis                               Tallow collar 
               (feet)      (chest)                             (head) 
    +2 speed +3 magic           +1 speed +3 armour                    +1 speed +2 magic 
    Ability: haste, recall                         Ability: soul essence                    Ability: empathy, sear 
 

You have also unlocked the upper quarter of the town map and have two new 
locations to explore – Waldo’s Wandering Wares (turn to 347) and Hakir’s estate (turn to 
250). Record the word survivors on your hero sheet. You may now return to the quest 
map to continue your adventure.      

 
 
 
 

 
252 

Congratulations! You have survived the demon-ravaged city of See-Val and successfully 
completed your mission. You have gained 50 silver pieces and may now help yourself to 
one of the following special rewards: 
 
    Maximum sorrow                  Hollowed skies                Wrathful hood 
  (main hand: dagger)      (cloak)                          (head) 
   +2 speed +3 brawn            +2 speed +2 armour                +1 speed +3 brawn 
 Ability: curse, lacerate                       Ability: ghost, vanish             Ability: charm, true sight 
 

You have also unlocked the upper quarter of the town map and have two new 
locations to explore – Waldo’s Wandering Wares (turn to 347) and Hakir’s estate (turn to 
250). Record the word survivors on your hero sheet. You may now return to the quest 
map to continue your adventure.      

 
 
 

 

 
  


